FT-1000MP: Installing the Inrad Roofing Filter
The MP roofing filter mod consists of a 6 pole, 4 kHz wide filter followed by a high
dynamic range, feedback amplifier. The amplifier provides enough gain to override
the filter insertion loss plus a dB or two. This mod works in all versions of the Yaesu
FT-1000MP line of radios.
The plot below shows the sweep frequency response of the RF board in a Mark V
Field radio. The wider curve is the OEM response and the narrow curve is with the
Inrad roofing filter mod added. In the Mark V, the most important part of the
roofing filter characteristic is from the pass band down about 35 or 40 dB on each
side.

FIGURE 1
The result of the bandwidth improvement shown above is the reduction of close in
intermodulation from multiple signals. The IMD dynamic range will be improved by
more than 10 dB for some tone spacings. The blocking dynamic range will be
improved by 20 dB or more for some signal spacings. The main receiver audio
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response will be reduced about 100 Hz in the SSB mode. Operating the noise
blanker will not result in as much degradation of the dynamic range. Adding the
bonus mod to the CW audio low pass filter lowers the noise floor by 1 or 2 dB by
restricting the internal noise.

Frequently Asked Questions
1. After installing this mod what will I notice immediately?
Nothing! The mod will have little effect on normal operation of the receiver.
2. What can you expect from this mod?
Less IMD in crowded band conditions, particularly from stations at offset
frequencies of 2 to 10 kHz either side of the operating frequency. Less
overloading from strong local signals.
3. Will it defeat the noise blanker?
No, the roofing filter is in the circuit before the noise blanker sample is taken.
The filter delay is added to both signal and noise. Since less noise and fewer
strong signals are able to reach the noise blanker, it actually improves its
operation. Less of the “buck shot” effects will be produced.
4. Will this mod allow for wide band SSB, AM and FM reception?
The audio bandwidth of the wider modes will be restricted by the 4 kHz roofing
filter in the main receiver. Those modes will still be available for reception with
the sub receiver.
A BONUS mod is included which reduces the internal hiss and improves the sound
of the main receiver audio on CW.

Installation Instructions
1.

Remove the AC line cord from the transceiver.

2.

Remove the bottom cover.

3.

On the Audio Board, locate the outlined area labeled “AF-FIL” in the board
quadrant nearest the center of the radio and the rear panel.

4.

Locate the two holes at diagonally opposite corners of the outlined area.
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5.

Using a nut driver or pliers, press two board mounting standoffs (supplied) into
the holes. Use care to not overstress the board. A rocking motion is most
effective.

6.

If your radio is an original MP and not a Mark V, slip the assembled Roofing
Filter assembly onto the connectors in the radio and align the standoffs with the
board holes. If your radio is a Mark V or Field model, the male connectors have
not been installed at the factory. You will need to fashion 2 male pins as shown
in the attached sketch.

7.

Locate the IF cable plugged into J2003 on the left center part of the IF board
and pull it out.

8.

Feed the IF cable under the wires between the IF and Audio boards, and insert
it into the coax jack marked J1 on the mod board.

Note: Be sure the orientation of the mod is correct. It should plug into the
group of 5 pads, not the group of 6. In some radios this cable may seem to be
too short to reach to the Inrad mod connector. Sometimes a gentle tug is all
that is needed to extend the cable far enough. If that doesn’t work, it will be
necessary to remove the top of the radio. Look below the fan near the RF board
below at the cable bundle that contains the coax cable we are interested in. It
may be necessary to remove the fan to get at it. There is a cable tie which is
holding the cable too tightly and it must be cut. This should free up enough
cable to reach the Inrad board.

9.

Insert one end of the cable supplied with the kit into the coax jack marked J2
on the mod board.

10. Insert the other end of the supplied cable into J2003 on the IF board.
Note: While the radio is still open, you may wish to install the BONUS mod. If
you operate CW and like to use the analog detector, this mod will greatly
improve the sound of your radio. It does nothing for the other modes or for CW
operation with the DSP detector. See below for installation instructions.

11. Replace the cover and set the radio right side up. Replace the line cord.
12. Hold down FAST and LOCK and turn power on. Press FAST and ENTER
select menu item 9-1.

and

13. If this is a new installation, decrease the setting by 1 integer. If an Inrad 70

MHz IF mod is being replaced, increase the setting by 1 integer. Note that this
setting is not critical.
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Bonus: Main Receiver AF Filter Modification (Thanks, K9AN)
Both the main and the sub receivers have an active low pass filter in the audio
chain. These filters are in use when the DSP is off. (Many CW operators prefer to
listen with the DSP off.) The pass band of the main receiver is flat with a –3 dB
point about 1400 Hz. The sub receiver peaks up about 4 dB at 600 Hz and has a –3
dB point about 900 Hz. The sub receiver has a substantially lower response to the
noise components above 1000Hz, which makes it more pleasing to listen to. The
addition of one capacitor to the main receiver low pass filter can provide a similar
audio response and cut the high frequency hiss by 10 dB. This makes a substantial
improvement in the sound of CW.
To install the bonus capacitor mod, locate C3015 on the audio board central part,
nearer the rear panel. Fashion small hooks on the bonus capacitor leads very close
to its body. Bend C3015 over gently and hook the bonus capacitor leads over
C3015 leads. Solder quickly with a small iron. Use care to not unsolder C3015.
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Parts List
•
•
•
•
•

Assembled Roofing Filter board (Inrad #115)
Coax cable 8”
Board mounts with nuts
0.047 µF Mylar capacitor
2” #22 insulated solid wire
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FT-1000MP MARK V AND MARK V FIELD
The male connector used in the FT-1000MP to power the Inrad Roofing filter mod has been
left off of the Mark V audio board. In order to power the Inrad mod, two # 22 wires, each
about 1 " long, must be inserted into the pad holes as shown.
-These wires should be formed to stand straight and vertical after installation .
-The wire insullation should be removed after soldering.
-Next the plastic board standoffs should be inserted into the holes provided .
-Then the Inrad mod can be lowered in place so the #22 wires go into the proper holes in the
mod connector. No soldering is required, as the wires are acting as connector pins.
-After the mod is in place the excess #22 wire should be trimmed off.
Note: Use care that the wires are not pushed too far through the pad holes, as they
may contact the chassis and short the +5 volts.

Rear Panel

Ground
+5V

2. Leave insulation on.
Hold with pliers.
1. Strip 3/16" and tin.

Board
standoffs
go here
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pad.
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More Frequently Asked Questions
1.

The coax cable won’t reach. What can I do?
Be sure that the mod board is positioned correctly as the cable will be too short if the
mod is reversed. In some radios the coax cable from the RF board has a tie wrap which
is too tight and the excess cable cannot be pulled out. The cable tie is near the RF
board and must be cut. To get to the cable tie wrap, remove the top cover of the radio.
Remove the two screws holding the fan in place and lift it out. The tie wrap is visible
near the RF board.

2.

My radio does not have menu 9-1.
All versions of the MP and MV have menu 9-1. To access the 9-x menus, turn on power
while holding down FAST and LOCK. The press FAST and ENTER to enter the menus.

3.

Should I change menu 9-1?
Menu 9-1 may be reduced from one to three integers after installing the roofing filter
mod.

4.

How do I know how far to go?
A simple way to judge is to compare the S meter readings between the main and subreceiver on the same signal. They should be close to the same. Adjusting 9-1 does
nothing to the sub-receiver S meter.

5.

What does intermodulation sound like?
On CW, intermodulation sounds like bits and pieces of dots and dashes that make up
unreadable code. On SSB it sounds like splatter.

6.

What will I notice after installing the roofing filter?
Not much at first. There is very little change in the selectivity of the radio since the 2nd
and 3rd IF filters are narrower.

7.

Can I get more technical information about the roofing filter?
Product reviews were done by ARRL and The Radio Society of Great Britain. You can see
them on our website at http://www.inrad.net.

8.

Why is there a space on the audio board for the roofing filter?
Originally, Yaesu was going to introduce an option for that space. They decided not to
do so after production started.

9.

Will the roofing filter have any effect on transmit?
No, the transmit signal does not go through it.
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